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Paper submission guidelines:
authors are invited to send one page abstracts on their research and 
development results in the areas of conference topics. the deadline 
for the abstracts is  February 25th 2011. the authors will be notified 
of acceptance by  march 11th, 2011. Final versions of the accepted 
papers (max 6 pages) must be prepared and submitted by  april 
8th 2011 at the latest. only electronic submissions in pdf-format 
are accepted. File size is restricted to 10 mB maximum. detailed 
instructions and templates for abstract and final paper preparation 
as well as for electronic submission are available at conference 
web site (http://gsmm2011.tkk.fi). accepted and presented 
papers are available in proceedings files loaded in the conference 
memory stick and in the conference web site after the conferences.

a unique millimetre-wave event of two parallel international conferences will be hosted by millilab:
the millimetre-wave workshop of the european space agency (esa) focusing mostly on the space applications 
of millimetre-waves and the Global symposium on millimeter Waves (Gsmm) which is a joint conference 
concentrating on the emerging applications of millimetre-waves, especially in telecommunications, 
organised by nict (Japan), mint and Kiees (Korea), southeast university (china), and millilab (Finland).

topics of esa Workshop:
1. remote sensing instruments
2. instruments for space science and radio astronomy
3. micromachining and innovative fabrication techniques
4. novel materials (metamaterials, nanotubes, etc.) 
5. mm-wave technologies for space
6. sub-mm wave/terahertz technologies and 

applications

topics of Gsmm2011:
7. automotive applications
8. communication systems and applications
9. Frequency management and utilization
10. millimetre-wave home link systems
11. millimetre-wave lans and Pans
12. millimetre-wave photonics
13. Wireless access systems

Joint topics:
14. analytical and numerical modelling 
15. antennas and propagation
16. device and circuit technologies
17. millimetre-wave measurements
18. millimetre-wave mmics
19. millimetre-wave systems and sub-systems
20. on-wafer and power measurements
21. Phased array antennas
22. Quasi-optics
23. tHz-imaging
24. new frontiers in mm/sub-mm waves integrated 

dielectric focusing systems (neWFocus)

the aim of the conferences is to bring together people 
involved in r&d of millimetre-wave components, 
equipment and systems in the two application fields, and to 
explore common areas and synergies in the development 
of millimetre-wave techniques for commercial and scientific 
applications, both in space and on ground.

calendar of events:
abstract (1 page) submission deadline:  February 25th 2011 
authors notification and preliminary programme: march 11th 2011  
Final papers (max 6 pages) submission deadline: april 8th 2011
advanced registration deadline:  april 21st 2011
Hotel reservation deadline:  april 29th 2011

latest info at conference web site: 
http://gsmm2011.tkk.fi

 
Parallel international conferences: 
6tH esa WorKsHoP on millimetre-WaVe tecHnoloGY and aPPlications and 
4tH GloBal sYmPosium on millimeter WaVes - Gsmm2011

conference venue:
the conferences will be held in espoo, Finland on 
may 23rd-25th 2011. the venue is the dipoli Building 
(http://www.dipoli.hut.fi/english/index.html), which 
is located in the campus area of aalto university, Vtt 
technical research centre of Finland, and millilab. 
this nice seaside campus area is situated in the city 
of espoo in otaniemi, about 10 km from downtown 
Helsinki and about 30 km from Helsinki airport.


